
Connect . Operate . Control
Always . Anywhere

Automation truly is to be able to...



For an integrated seamless experience.

SOLUTIONS.



Safe . Secure . Reliable

ACCESS



PROPERTY
LEVEL
ACCESS

LOBBY
LEVEL
ACCESS

PRIVATE
LEVEL
ACCESS
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Your �rst line of access control 
unmanned, functional, and robust.
Opertions include communications, 
and access provision. IP Ready
solution for operations from 
anywhere in the world via internet.

Communication Posts

PROPERTY LEVEL ACCESS1



LOBBY LEVEL ACCESS2

Concierge level applications
include lobby panels equipped with
camera, biometric scanner, language
selections, information display.

Lobby Panels



PRIVATE LEVEL ACCESS3

Customized panels offering 
access to private areas via lifts
leading to the apartments. 

Branding and custmization in
�nishes, materials, and languages
offered.

Lift Control Panels



Remote connectivity worldwide via IP
Connectivity via GSM / Analog protocols
Control using various devices
Multi-level access
Alerts
Information
Manual hardware overrides

Connect . Operate . Control
Always . Anywhere



Smart systems rely on various sensors
for inputs to make intelligent decisions
to keep things working in the 
background. Offering a peace of mind
with virtually no user intervention.

Auto pilot
Sensor Technology.

Fire VibrationBreakage Motion



Ef�cient . Pleasing .  Ambient

LIGHTING



CONTROL AMBIENCE EFFICIENCY

1 2 3



CONTROL1

Equipment and light controls operated 
using a range of wireless devices, touchpads, 
and key controls to remain in control. Always.

Access remotely



AMBIENCE2

Mood preferences, scene settings,
comfortable ambience and zone lighting
are achieved using high levels of 
personalization settings. 

Personalization



EFFICIENT3

Ef�cient lighting systems sense
the changes in available natural
lights, and temperature to
modulate the energy use for
maximum comfort and savings.

Go Green.

Solutions Single Space
Energy Savings

Occupancy / Vacancy
sensing

Daylight harvesting

Personal control

Plug load control

20-60% lighting

20-60% lighting

10-20% lighting

35% plug load

Stand alone commercial energy savings



Scene settings
Zone controls
Wireless / hard wired controls
Remote access
Energy Ef�ciency
Master controls
Safety lighting

Connect . Operate . Control
Always . Anywhere



Comfortable . Integrated . Ef�cient

HVAC



COMMUNICATE CONTROL FEEDBACK

1 2 3



COMMUNICATE1

Modern homes use various sensors,
controls, and systems to make them
truly integrated. Every system must
be compatible and communicative
with the whole system. 

Multitude of devices LIGHTING

TEMPERATURE

VENTILATION SHADES



CONTROL2

The control decisions could be
made manually when needed
and with system and environment
feedback automatically to provide
maximum comfort and savings.

Automatically LIGHTING

TEMPERATURE

VENTILATION SHADES

21˚



FEEDBACK3

With virtual access the system needs 
to stay updated at all times of each
and every device status. BACNet
protocols achieve this to keep 
everything in sync.

Status updates



Climate control
Zone controls
Daylight harvesting
Device sync
Remote access
Energy Ef�ciency

Connect . Operate . Control
Always . Anywhere



True Picture.
All systems communicate
and respond to the required
settings. Creating a comfortable
ambience, maintaining climate,
saving energy, and making
decisions, all by themselves.
Always.

18˚

24˚



Central . Invisible . Omnipresent

ENTERTAINMENT



HDMI
ESSENTIALS

DIGITAL
MEDIA

INVISIBLE
SOUND
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HDMI ESSENTIALS1

Crestron complete HDMI solutions enable 
high-performance HDMI signal management 
with groundbreaking features designed to 
deliver trouble-free switching and distribution 
of all your media.

Singular Solution



DIGITAL MEDIA2

With support for AirPlay, DLNA, and Bluetooth
a central server can stream media wherever you
are. Begin a movie in your theatre and �nish it
in your bedroom or more than one.

Central Storage Live Streaming



INVISIBLE SOUND3
Space saving, invisible and amazing
sound quality are a homeowners
dream. With speakers and ampli�ers 
that can be embedded inside walls, 
this is easily achieved, with complete 
wireless connections.

Pure aesthetics



Central media server
HDMI matrix switcher
Wireless Class D Ampli�ers
Start-resume-end media play anywhere
Multi-zone outputs
Scalable
Invisible installation possible

Connect . Operate . Control
Always . Anywhere



Beautiful . Predictive . Convenient

SHADES



ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

AMBIENCE CONVENIENCE

1 2 3



ENERGY EFFICIENCY1

Selecting right shades and then operating 
them in optimum co-ordination with the 
rest of HVAC systems leads to high 
energy ef�ciency and cost savings.

Future Sense



AMBIENCE2

Shades add to, enhance and protect the
interiors of any space. Lutron optimizes
the use of shades to create supremely
comfortable and pleasant places by 
syncing the shade operations, reducing 
operational noise and are an integral 
part of scene settings.

Visual Stimulus



CONVENIENCE3

One-touch operations, integration with the
other systems, continual system updates
and scene settings make shade operation
a worry-free task. By integrating it with the
other systems it leads to almost predictive
operation.

Seamless and automated



Comfortable and beautiful ambience
Quiet operations
Predictive controls
Remote operations
One-touch convenience

Connect . Operate . Control
Always . Anywhere



Stay in
Control.
Centralized controls to drive everything
on your network to your tunes. 
Everywhere. Anywhere. Always.

High-performance H.264 streaming video
Rava™ SIP intercom and phone technology
WAV �le customizable audio feedback
Built-in microphone and speakers
5 soft-touch capacitive buttons
Single-wire Ethernet connectivity
PoE network powered



As you
Need.
Fully customizable screens and
interfaces, can also be customized
for the functions and information
on your beck-and-call.

eServices - the Luxury Amenities Solution
Concierge
Bulletin
Valet Services
Clubhouse
Laundry
Security and so on...



For any queries, write to us at hello@digitsphere.in or call 
98 860 00565

THANK YOU.

www.digitsphere.in
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